
The Estonian students ask the Portuguese partners personal questions:

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: What is visual education like?
The answer: it’s a lot of fun, we do lots of crafts and fun projects.

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:How old is your sister?
The answer: my sister is 7 years old.

Your name: Carmen Valgerist
Your question: Do you have any other siblings?
The answer: I have only one sister

Your name:Paula Puhtla
Your question:Do you have any pets?
The answer: yes, I have two cats.

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question: What is your favourite food? Why?
The answer: my favourite food is “prego”. It is a steak with lots of tasty sauce, fries and
lettuce.

Your name:Katarina
Your question: How long have you been dancing?
The answer: I used to dance two years ago, now I’m going to practice another sport.

Your name:Marta
Your question: Do you have any siblings?
The answer: yes, I have a sister named joana.

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Favourite movie and why?
The answer: my favourite movie is the street of fear.

Your name:Victoria.S
Your question: What are you currently learning in math?
The answer: I am learning inequalities.
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Your name: Johan Markus Juss
Your question: How long have you been dancing for?
The answer: I have been dancing for 3 years.

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: What sports do you like?
The answer: I like volleyball, basketball and badminton.

Your name:Ronja
Your question: What dancing style is your favorite? (HipHop, Jazz…) why?
The answer: I used to dance jazz, but I want to learn contemporary.

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Can you speak French?
The answer: Yes, the essentials, but the rest I'm learning with the French teacher and my
mother.

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:How long have you had your pet?
The answer: 14 years ago.

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: How old are your pets?
The answer: Dora (dog) is 14 years old.

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: What is your favorite place in Portugal? Why?
The answer: The favorite place in Portugal for me is the north ( Tabuaço), because it has a
lot of vegetation, it has agriculture, it is a cultural site with incredible dynamics.

Your name:Paula Puhtla
Your question: How long are your school days?
The answer: School starts at 8:15 and sometimes finishes at 18:20.

Your name: Johan Markus Juss
Your question: What do you like to do in your free time?



The answer: In my free time I like being with friends, enjoying time with family, playing
games and watching movies or series.

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: What do you like to wear on your birthday?Why?
The answer: I like to wear a simple outfit because it doesn't matter what I wear but what I
feel.

Your name:Romet Rahumägi
Your question: What is your favorite sneaker pair?
The answer: The pair of sneakers I like best is the vans.

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question:Have you ever done anything illegal?
The answer: No I never did.

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Does your dog and birds get along?
The answer: Yes beautifully they gist of each other.

Your name: Marta
Your question: What is your favourite thing in Sintra?
The answer: For me, the village of Sintra and the ice cream parlor near my school.

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Favourite channel and why?
The answer:  Ric Fazes and Virgínia Fonseca because they have interesting content that I
like.

Your name:Ronja
Your question:have you ever been to France?
The answer: Never but one day will I go with my parents and my sister.

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: How many friends do you have?
The answer: I have a lot of friends.

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:How long have you been playing guitar
The answer: I play guitar for 1 year.
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Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What type of music is your favourite?
The answer: My favorite type of music is pop.

Your name:Paula Puhtla
Your question: What is your favorite place in your country? Why?
The answer: My favorite place in the country is the Porto district, because it is a beautiful
city.

Your name: Carmen Valgerist
Your question: What are you learning in your music lessons?
The answer: We are learning to play music in a band.

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question: What is your favorite colour? Why?
The answer: my favorite color is yellow as it is a flashy color.

Your name:Katarina
Your question:You're the first person to say that their favorite subject is geography, why do
you like it?
The answer: Geography is my favorite subject because many of the subjects taught are very
interesting and it's a subject I love to take notes on.

Your name: Marta
Your question: How old are you when you start playing guitar?
The answer: I was 13.

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: What do you think about the relationship between Pakistan and Israel?
The answer: I don't have an opinion.

Your name:Ronja
Your question:How many songs do you play on the guitar?
The answer: I've already learned 6 songs.

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Wanna play games together?
The answer: Of course!
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Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:How old are your pets?
The answer: My cat, Elsa is 1 year and 7 months old. My dog Isaac, is 1 year old.

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What are your favourite games? Why?
The answer: My favourite games are Rainbow six and Minecraft servers because they are
competitive and strategic.

Your name: Carmen Valgerist
Your question:What kind of games do you play?
The answer: I play more shooting games.

Your name: Johan Markus Juss
Your question: What is your favorite show on Netflix?Why?
The answer: My favourite show on Netflix is “The Good Doctor” because I like medicine.

Your name:Paula Puhtla
Your question: Do you do some sports?
The answer: No, I don´t.

Your name:Romet Rahumägi
Your question: What are your hobbies? Why?
The answer: It's not a hobby,, but I love being with my friends because they make me feel
good.

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Do you like cats or dogs better and why?
The answer: I love them both, but I like cats better because they sleep with us in bed.

Your name: Marta
Your question: What is your PlayStation game? Why?
The answer: My favourite PlayStation game is Rainbow Six because it's very strategic.

Your name:Ronja
Your question:What is your favorite Netflix show?
The answer: My favourite show on Netflix is “The Good Doctor”.



Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Why did you decide to name one of your dogs Boog?
The answer: Because I like it

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:What sushi is your favourite?
The answer: its Temaki

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What are your sibling’s names?
The answer: sister: Mariana  brother: Diogo

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: What kind of sushi do you like?
The answer: I like Temaki

Your name: Johan Markus Juss
Your question: What is your favorite F1 team? Why?
The answer: My favourite f1 team is Mclaren, because i like the drivers

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question: Who is your favorite football player?
The answer: My favourite football player is Lewandowski

Your name: Paula Putla
Your question:What is your favorite netflixs show?
The answer: My favourite netflix show is shadow and bone

Your name:Marta
Your question: How long have you practiced piano and ukulele?
The answer: Since i was eleven years old

Your name:Katarina
Your question:What is your favorite movie and why?
The answer: My favourite movie is Harry Potter, because I like the characters

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: What songs can you play?
The answer: i can play all of them

Your name:
Your question: What is your second favourite food?
The answer: Its Pizza
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Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Are you also enthusiastic? Why?
The answer: I'm very enthusiastic about my friends, because I really like them!

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:How long have you been playing the bass?
The answer: I have played bass for 1 year.

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What type of movie’s are your favourite? Why?
The answer: my favorite kind of movie is horror, because it is funny.

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: How long do you go to school?
The answer: I started school when I was 5.

Your name: Johan Markus Juss
Your question: What is your favorite movie?
The answer: I think that i don't have a favorite movie.

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: Do you have some pets?
The answer: Yes! I have 1 cat.

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question: Do you play any games?
The answer: I play “ Hay Day”.

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Do you have any siblings?
The answer: Yes! I have 1 brother.

Your name: ,Marta
Your question: Why is your favourite subject English?
The answer:  Because learning a new language is so fun.

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Why do you think you're charismatic, funny and all that?
The answer:  Because everyone tells me that.
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Your name:Ronja
Your question: What is the most interesting fact that you learned in English?
The answer: the story about Guy Fawkes and the gunpowder plot.

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Why do your friends call you Kika?
The answer: when i was a baby my parents started calling me that so my friends also call
me that now i guess. It's a popular nickname for my name.

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:Why is science your favourite?
The answer: I think it's interesting learning about the human body.

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What else do you like to do in your free time?
The answer: I also really like to read manga.

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: How do you feel about your friends calling you Kika? Do you have any other
nicknames?
The answer: I like it when they call me Kika because I don’t really like my name. And no, I
don't have any other nicknames.

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: What is fruits basket? I’m hungry
The answer: LMAO uh it’s a romance/comedy anime, it’s really cool :D .

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Do you like taking naps in the middle of the day?
The answer: Yeah :D I sleep all the time.

Your name: Paula puhtla
Your question: What do you learn in science?
The answer: idk whatever is in the book

Your name: Marta
Your question: How old is your cat?
The answer: she’s 1 year old:)
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Your name: Why are your favourite animes?
Your question: what
The answer:

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question: What is your dream car?
The answer: idk

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Wanna watch the sunset with me?
The answer: I'll think about it this is my Instagram->rodrigo_._carmo

Your name: Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:How long have you been playing football?
The answer: Since little

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What do you like to do in your free time?
The answer: I like watching football, watching formula1 and being with my friends

Your name: Katarina
Your question:Do you have any pets?
The answer: no

Your name: Carmen Valgerist
Your question: Why should I call you Carmo?
The answer: Because it's my surname and my friends call me carmo

Your name: Marta
Your question: Do you have any siblings?
The answer: yes

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: Do you have any pets?
The answer: no

Your name: Johan Markus Juss
Your question: How long have you been watching F1 for?
The Answer: for at least 2 months



Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Why is SCIENCE your favourite subject?
The answer: Because I like the topics we are studying in science.

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: Do you have any games that you are good at?
The answer: yes, clash royale

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: How often do you use computers?
The answer: Almost everyday

Your name: Ronja
Your question: why do you like Music?
The answer: because it makes me feel happy

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: What music do you listen to?
The answer: I  listen lofi music

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:What is your favourite song? Why?
The answer: there are many songs but I like the bassthoven because I like

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: Why do you like math?
The answer: I like math because it's challenging

Your name:Katarina
Your question:What is your favorite type of music? Why?
The answer: My favourite type of música is lofi because it is relaxing

Your name: Marta
Your question: What is your favourite song and why?
The answer: there are many songs but I like the bassthoven because I like
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Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: Why don't you like to do exercises at home?
The answer: I don't like to do  exercises até home because I already do it at school

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: What bike do you have?
The answer: I have a rockrider st 520

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: what is your favorite food?
The answer: I think Is pizza

Your name:Ronja
Your question: Do you like exercising ingenerall?
The answer: yes

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question: Who is your favorite rapper?
The answer:maybe Travis Scott

Your name: Uku
Your question: if you were guaranteed an answer to one question what question would
it be?
The answer: Maybe - do you like me ?

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Wanna play CSGO my guy?
The answer: ya for sure

Your name:Ronja
Your question:When did you start parkouring?
The answer: I started 3 years ago

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:how many tricks do you know on your skateboard?
The answer: I know 4 tricks

Your name:Katarina
Your question: Are you good at skating?
The answer: Iim a bit good but  i'm a beginner
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Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What is your favourite skateboard trick?
The answer: Kick Flip

Your name: Marta
Your question: How long have you been practising parkour?
The answer: 4 years

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Alright alright I’m up for a game. Few gamer questions before though. Any
other Valve games other than CS:GO? What's your steam?
The answer: i do not have any other valve games and my steam is RIP Bozo

Your name: Carmen Valgerist
Your question: How good are you at parkour?
The answer: I'm very good actually

Your name:Johan Markus Juss
Your question: What got you into parkour?
The answer: Some parkour videos

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: Do you have any pets?
The answer: No i don't have

Your name: AYO! What is your steam and what rank are you?
Your question:
The answer: My steam is RIP Bozo and i don't have prime on csgo :( but im very good

Your name: Uku
Your question: Do you watch a lot of movies?
The answer: Yes but I watch more anime than movies

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: What are the names of your brothers?
The answer: André, Lucas e Diogo

Your name:Ronja
Your question: what is the reason that you like science?
The answer: because it's interesting to me.
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Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:How often do you go to the beach?
The answer: all summer

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Do you like being the only female in the family and why?
The answer: no I don’t

Your name: Marta
Your question: Do you have a pet?
The answer: no

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: What do you do while spending time with your friends?
The answer: have fun

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: How old are your brother’s?
The answer: 5,7 and19

Your name: Carmen Valgerist
Your question: How are you on August 15? Tell me your ways.
The answer: Happy

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: What is your favourite lesson?
The answer: science

Your name:Your name:Konrad Ulst
Your question: Do you like homework? Why?
The answer: no I don’t

Your question: Uku
The question: Who are your favourite artists?
The answer: Chico da Tina

Your name:Romet Rahumägi
Your question: What is your favourite brand? Why?
The answer: I don’t know
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Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: By bitch did you mean female dog?
The answer: Yes I did !

Your name:Ronja
Your question: What is your usual beach day?
The answer: On the weekend in the summer.

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Do you like that your birthday is on new years eve and why?
The answer: Yes, I like it because it’s different from many people.

Your name: Marta
Your question: What is your bird's name?
The answer: Call yourself Chica.

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:What do you do at the mall?
The answer: I’ll buy clothes !

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: What kind of birds do you have? Are they friendly?
The answer: I have two piriquitos and they are very kind.

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: How often do you go to the mall?
The answer: Every two weeks.

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: What is your favorite shop at the mall? Why?
The answer: Nike because I like it.

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: Do you have any siblings?
The answer: I have a 6 year old sister.

Your name: Uku
Your question: What song makes you happy?
The answer: All !

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question:What do you want for christmas?
The answer: Nike sneakers

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: What was the most difficult game you’ve played? Why?
The answer: None, I don't play anything.
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Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Wanna go to the forest and look for squirrels? Why?
The answer: No I don’t thank you

Your name: Marta
Your question: What is your favourite song by Bruno Mars? Why?
The answer: My fav's are “Talking to the moon” and “When I was your man” because they
touch my heart

Your name:Katarina
Your question:What is your favorite song and why?
The answer: My fav song (and I am literally obsessed) is “Portas do Sol” by Nena (it’s a
Portuguese one)

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Favourite animal and why?
The answer: I actually don’t know, but maybe dog because they are the ones that will never
leave us no matter what

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:What do you like about nature?
The answer: The way everything works and how we don’t know everything about it, also
because of the way it calms me down

Your name:Ronja
Your question:What do you like about nature the most?
The answer: The way everything works and how we don’t know everything about her, also
because of the way it calms me down

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: How long have you liked Bruno Mars and Post Malone?
The answer: Idk, maybe 3 years

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: What is your favorite Bruno Mars song? Why?
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The answer:  My fav's are “Talking to the moon” and “When I was your man” because they
touch my heart

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: Do you listen to Jazz music? Why?
The answer: Yes I do because it calms me and makes me feel safe

Your name:  Paula Puhtla
Your question:  What is your favorite lesson in school? Why?
The answer: I think it is science because we are learning a very interesting topic

Your name: uku
Your question: what is your favourite food?
The answer: I really enjoy octopus rice.

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question: Do you skate?
The answer: Sometimes, but it’s not my hobby. As a matter of fact, I bought one a year ago

Your name:Johan Markus Juss
Your question: What is your biggest fear?
The answer: My biggest fear is death and not achieving my goals in the future

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Did you stay back a year in school?
The answer: .

Your name:Katarina
Your question:How long have you been skating?
The answer: it's been 2 years

Your name: Marta
Your question: Why is your favourite subject science?
The answer:  The human body

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Why did you start skating?
The answer: because it's fun and i like it
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Your name:Victoria
Heleriin Viies
Your question:Do you have any pets?
The answer:  I have a farm

Your name:Ronja
Your question:how long have you been skating?
The answer:  2 years

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What got you into skating and athletics?
The answer:  Because i like it

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: How good are you at athletics?
The answer:  yes i'm very  good

Your name: Uku
Your question: Do you play videogames? Why?
The answer:  i don't play games

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: Do you have any siblings?
The answer: yes a sister

Your name: Romet Rahumägi
Your question: Can you do a kickflip?
The answer:  No i can't

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: What kinda food do you like? Why?
The answer:  i like pizza

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Do you like living in Lisbon and why?
The answer: Yes it is fun

Your name:Ronja



Your question: which game do you prefer Fifa 22 or Cs go?
The answer: I like Fifa

Your name: Marta
Your question: Do you like your school? Why?
The answer:Yeah a bit

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Do you play any other Valve games other than CS:GO?
The answer: Nope

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: I honestly don’t know what to ask, uhm. How are you?
The answer: I'm fine and you?

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:How long have you been playing football?
The answer: Like 1 year in an academy

Your name: Uku
Your question: How do you feel about basketball?
The answer: I like it but i prefer football

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What got you into football?
The answer: My idol the Brazilian player Káká because i watch videos of him

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: How many goals have you got in Football?
The answer:  Like 15 goals

Your name: Johan Markus Juss
Your question: What rank are you in CS:GO?
The answer: Im silver IV

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: Do you have any siblings?
The answer: No i don't

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: What is your favourite food?  Why?
The answer: Pasta because my mom cooks it very well

Your name: What is your rank in csgo? And What is your steam?
Your question:
The answer: Im silver IV and my steam w1pp
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Your name:Katarina
Your question:Do you like being an only child and why?
The answer: yes because I don't have to share anything and I get more things for myself.

Your name: Marta
Your question: Why do you love spaghetti so much?
The answer: because it is very tasty.

Your name:Ronja
Your question: what is your second favorite game?
The answer: my second favorite game is cs go.

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Why is Rocket League your favourite game?
The answer: because I like football and it got cool with cars and the game itself is good.

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Why do you like to play ball?
The answer: because I've played football at a club and I think it's a good mess.

Your name: Uku
Your question: What food do you hate the most? Why?
The answer: the food I hate the most is squid.

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question: How tall are you?
The answer: 1.80 tall.

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: Do you like being an only child?
The answer: yes I love it.

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: Do you have pets?
The answer: no but I would like to have.

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: Do you have  any pets?
The answer:I do not have
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Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: Do you use a Dell monitor?
The answer: no my pc is mac.

Your name:Ronja
Your question:What is your favorite movie and why?
The answer: my favourite movie is Fast and Furious because it's adventurous and fun.

Your name: Marta
Your question: Do you like to live in Sintra and why?
The answer: Yes I like it because it is a very beautiful place with a lot of nature.

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Who is your favorite singer and why?
The answer: I don’t have a favourite singer.

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: What music do you listen to?
The answer: I listen to a little bit of everything but what I listen to most is rap.

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Why is your favourite subject science?
The answer: it's an interesting subject where you get to know a lot of things about the world.

Your name: Uku
Your question: Do you have any pets?
The answer: Yes, I have one cat.

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:Did you go to school early and how are you 13 and in the 9th grade?
The answer: I started school early, I started when I was five.

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What is your cat’s name?
The answer: my cat's name is Afonso.

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
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Your question: what is your favorite movie? Why?
The answer: My favourite movie is Fast and Furious because it’s adventures and fun.

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: How old is your sister?
The answer: My sister is eleven years old.

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: Have you ever done something crazy? What?
The answer: I never did anything crazy.

Your name:Ronja
Your question: What are your pets names
The answer: The dogs are Emilia and Kiara and the cat’s name is Nikki.

Your name: Marta
Your question: What is your favourite shop and why?
The answer: My fav shop is Bershka because I love the style of it.

Your name: Katarina
Your question:What is your favourite Billie Eilish song and why?
The answer: my fav song of Billie is ‘’idontwannabeyouanymore’’ because I love the lyrics.

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Why is Billie Eilish your favourite

The answer: She’s kind, funny and her songs are amazing

Your name: Uku
Your question: what is your biggest fear?
The answer: My biggest fear is heights.

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: What is your favourite song?
The answer: At the moment it is ‘’Somebody’s watching me’’ from Rockwell and ‘’Sky’’ from
Playboi Carti.

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:What is your favourite series?
The answer: I like anime series, my fav at the moment is demon slayer.
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Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What are your sibling’s name’s?
The answer: Xavi, Daniela, Gabi, Lu, Zé

Your name:Carmen Valgerist
Your question: What is it like to have 2 sisters and 3 brothers?
The answer: We need patience but it’s cool, I love them!

Your name: What is your favourite genre of music?
Your question:
The answer: My fav type of music is trap.

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: Do you use your phone often? What for?
The answer: I usually use it to talk with my real friends, and online friends

Your name: Paula Puhtla
Your question: What is the pet's name?
The answer:  Kiara, Emilia and Nikki.

Your name:Katarina
Your question:Why is your favourite subject science?
The answer: I like it because I learn more about the human body

Your name: Marta
Your question: What is your favourite video game?
The answer:favourite video game is nba 2k22

Your name: Ruben Tolk
Your question: Which basketball team is your favourite and why?
The answer: my favorite team are the chicago bulls because they are a very well-known
team and there were great players that I like

Your name:Ronja
Your question: why do you like to play video games?
The answer: i like to play video games because sometimes i play with my friends

Your name: Uku
Your question: Do you watch a lot of movies? Why?
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The answer: yes i watch a lot of movies because i like to spend time watching movies with
my parents and my brother

Your name: Irma Willadsen
Your question: Why do you like playing video games?
The answer:  i like to play video games because sometimes i play with my friends

Your name:Victoria Heleriin Viies
Your question:Do you have any other favourite classes?
The answer: yes i like history too

Your name: Victoria.S
Your question: What got you into basketball?
The answer: what took me to basketball was my brother who was watching one day and
then i started seeing him

Your name: Carmen Valgerist
Your question:How long have you played basketball?
The answer: I play basketball for about 3 years

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question: Are you healthy?
The answer: yes I'm healthy

Your name: paula Puhtla
Your question: What is your favorite food?
The answer: my favorite food is spaghetti bolognese

Your name: Konrad Ulst
Your question:How long do you play games?
The answer: I play about 4 hours a day


